This paper presents three arguments, one involving orientability, and the others Mi I nor duality and, respectively, the injectivity 
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Jonathan A . Hillman p duality and injectivity of cup-product into H for an abelian group to shov that for a 2-knot such a commutator subgroup must be 1 or finite.
The third type have finite commutator' subgroup (equlvalently, have 2 ends [77] ); the argument again uses Mi I nor duality, to show that the universal cover of the manifold obtained by surgery on such a 2-knot is a homotopy 3-sphere, and hence the finite groups which may occur must have cohomology of period dividing h .
The paper concludes with some remarks on the groups which may be realised by fibred 2-knots.
Non-orientable torus bundles
Let A € GL(3, Z) be such that det A = -1 , | d e t U ± l ) | = 1 . t h e homeomorphism t y p e of M. i s well defined and depends only on t h e conjugacy c l a s s of A i n GL (3, Z) . M. i s a n o n -o r i e n t a b l e K(v, l ) -
manifold, w i t h fundamental group IT. = {Z , t \ tzt~ = Az f o r a l l s € Z } (an Hffl c o n s t r u c t i o n w i t h base Z ) . IT. i s f i n i t e l y p r e s e n t a b l e , h a s weight one ( t h a t i s , IT./<<£>> i s t r i v i a l , where <<5>> denotes t h e
normal subgroup g e n e r a t e d by a subset S of a group G ) , ff 1 ( lr^)
= T- 
H_(TT .) = 0 ( v i a t h e Wang sequence of t h e f i b r a t i o n M.+S
Choose a framing for v, and l e t Y be t h e r e s u l t of surgery on k with respect t o t h i s framing ( t h a t i s ,
for some choice of tubular neighbourhood 
REMARK. A similar construction has recently been used by CappelI and
Shaneson to construct a PZ,-fake RP , [2] .
Two-knots with abelian commutator subgroup
In [/], CappelI considered fibred 2-knots with fibre a punctured 5 x S x S . For such knots the commutator subgroup of the knot group is isomorphic to Z . I n higher dimensions one may construct knots with commutator subgroup finitely generated free abelian of any rank not equal to 1 or 2 by using an HOT construction analogous to CappelI's and invoking Kervaire's characterization of high-dimensional knot groups.
Indeed, if a finitely presented group K is the commutator subgroup of a knotted s in j then K admits an automorphism c p such that 
is finitely generated over P ,
[J4], so ^^(y', P) is finitely generated over P , since 7' ~ tf' U Z? 3 .
By the duality theorem of Mi I nor [73] , JT 1 satisfies P-Poincare duality with formal dimension 3 (that is H {Y', F) ~P and cup-product
hence 6_ 5 3 . If F = Z/2Z , we must have
hence again g_ 2 3 . // COROLLARY. Suppose G' is finitely generated and infinite. Then
Proof. By assumption, Q Q > 0 . G' must admit an automorphism cp such that ip -1 is also an automorphism (as above), so G' cannot be isomorphic to Z + torsion ; so B > 1 . If g = 2 , then cup-product : ff In a similar vein, one can show the answer to Problem 28 in [6] is no. 
Two-knots with finite commutator subgroup
As is well known, all classical knot groups are torsion-free [75] .
This is not the case in higher dimensions [5] . Any finite group admitting an automorphism (p as above may occur as the commutator subgroup of a knotted a in a for n 2 3 . Stronger restrictions must be imposed on K for it to be the commutator subgroup of a 2-knot. the universal coefficient theorem, hom(C, F) = 0 for a l l fields F , and 3 hence C = 0 . Thus Y is homotopy equivalent to S , and so G' has cohomological period dividing h , [3] .
THEOREM 2. Let k • S' ->• I be a 2-knot with group G such that G' is finite. Then G' has aohomologiodl period dividing h .
/ / REMARK. In particular, every abelian subgroup of G' must be cyclic [3] .
COROLLARY 1.* If G' is finite nilpotent then it is cyclic of odd order, or the direct product of such a cyclic groicp and a quaternion group.
Proof. If every abelian subgroup of a finite p-group is cyclic, then the group is cyclic if p is odd, and contains a cyclic subgroup of index 2 if p = 2 ([9], Theorem III.J.6). I t is not hard to check that the quarternion group is the only 2-group that admits an automorphism ip as above (see the discussion on pp. 1»56, ^57 below); hence G' , the product of i t s Sylow subgroups, is cyclic of odd order. 
Then I* x I* is not the commutator subgroup of a 2-knot group, although it is the conmutator subgroup of a high-dimensional knot group.
Proof. I* x I* clearly contains noncyclic abelian subgroups. On the other hand HAl*) = HAl*) = 0 (for example, since I* is the fundamental group of the Poincare homology 3-sphere) so H (J*xj*) = H (J*xj*) = 0 by the Runneth Theorem. To show that J* x J* is the commutator subgroup of a high dimensional knot group i t will suffice to give an automrophism < p of J* x I* such that {l*xj<, t | tjt' 1 = <p(«7) for a l l j € 1**1*)
is of weight one. One such automorphism is i() : < u, v) ^-*• < xux , yvy ") . 
G(ip) itself depends only on the conjugacy class of <p in aut(G) .
The group Q(8n, k, 1) maps onto Q(dn) (with kernel the characteristic subgroup generated by 3 ) , so this case cannot occur (since n > 1 ).
The binary icosahedral group I* was first considered in the context, The conjugacy c l a s s e s i n aut(T(fe)) have t h e following r e p r e s e n t a t i v e s : . .
All the groups of the form ( l , Q(8n), I* or T{k)) x (relatively prime odd cyclic group) are 3-manifold groups [ J Z ] , and so have t r i v i a l second homology; hence by e a r l i e r remarks a l l such groups and automorphisms with property (a) can be realised by high dimensional knots. We shall finally consider briefly which can be realised by fibred 2-knots. First some general remarks. For cyclic groups, the only automorphism with property (a) realisable by a self homeomorphism of a classical lens space is the involution x -*• x~ (of. [4] ). The example of a 2-knot group with torsion given by Fox in [5] is of this form (with G' = Z/3Z ) ; is the knot fibred? Notice also that, for example, {a, t | a = 1, tat = a } is a high dimensional knot group; is it a 2-knot group (perhaps even for a fibred knot with fibre a punctured fake lens space)?
Q is isomorphic to the subgroup of S , the group of unit quaternions, generated by i (corresponding to x ) and j (corresponding Zeeman [79] showed that the homotopy ^-sphere constructed by Mazur [77] 
